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were still thought too informal for well-dressed gatherings;
though barristers and some other professional men developed
the wearing of a black lounge coat with top-hat, and a similar
replacement of tails ^by the lounge form produced for evening
wear the dinner-jacket. This last only became general, however,
after 1910; and till some time after 1914 there was no rigorous
division between a white-tie and a black-tie ensemble, such as now
compels gentlemen to keep two sets of evening dress.1
Women's clothes for everyday wear became lighter and less
restrictive. The disappearance of heavy petticoats was now
followed by a reduction in whalebone corseting, as wasp waists
went out of fashion. Skirts came higher off the ground than they
had been within the life of any one then living; and elderlypeople
early in the century were fond of complaining that they exposed
not only the ankle but two or three inches above it. This was a
real gain for activity; and though a fashion for tightening the
skirt about the knee (the so-called 'hobble' skirt) somewhat
offset it, the more extravagant forms of this were not universal,
and their effects were soon mitigated by pleats.
Taking the wear of both sexes, but especially that of women,
the greatest feature of the period was the immense development
of ready-made clothes. These were so much improved in quality,
that they no longer differed obtrusively from the bespoke gar-
ments worn by richer people; while their cheapness enabled all
the poorer classes to raise their standards of clothing. Although ,
it remained for the war to level up the dress of people in all
classes to the democratic degree which has since been ordinary
in England, a distinct start was observable some years before
1914. Its importance will not be under-estimated by any one
who remembers what a cruel and unescapable badge of inferior-
ity clothes had till then constituted.
In social life these thirteen years must indeed be recorded as
years of enlightenment and progress. There went on through
them a vast, silent supersession of the old snobbish class-con-
tempts. After 1906 the hitherto ruling ranks in society, however
unwise some of their political reactions may have been, realized
increasingly in their private relations the need for being less
1 The much earlier predecessor of the dinner-jacket was the smoHng-jacket.
Though coloured, frogged, and sometimes of rich effect, this was a far less formal
garment, being originally not worn at dinner but slipped on in the smoking-room
afterwards. In French the dinner-jacket has inherited its name—w smoking.

